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DPULL Autoclave Drive at British Aerospace where they make the cockpit canopies for all types of Aircraft including the Euro Fighter
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Test bench drive coupling
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Escodisc DMUFS 120 replacing Gear couplings for maintenance reduction costs
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Escodisc DMCC 160 replacing Gear couplings for maintenance reduction costs tata steel uk
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DPULL 140 for vertical pump application for ballast pump on FPSO
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DPUBD 95 with brake disc
waterturbine driving generator
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Highspeed test bench
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Typical DMU couplings installed on Houttuin Pumps
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High speed wire mill
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High speed couplings for Frame 6001 accessory and starting drive
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Escodisc high performance in Formula 1 test bench
20,000 RPM
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Installing an DPUSS250 coupling in vertical chemical mixer
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Escodisc DPUSS 190 horizontal mixer
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DLC 28 on synchronizing system